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14 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Astronauts and Apollo and Skylab missions have reported observing a

varleq of visual phenomena when their eyes are closed and adapted to

darkn(,-,ss.
1,2 These phenomena have been collectively labelled as light-

f lasheH. Visual. phenomena which are similar 
in appearance to those observed

in space have been demonstrated ,t the number of accelerator facilA ties 3-11

by expri ising the eyes of human subjects to beams of various types of

radiation. more than are physical mechanism is now known to contribute.

'In some laboratory experiments
3-7 Cerenkov radiation was found to be the

basis for the flashes observed while in other experiments
8-11 Cerenkov

radiatior, could apparently be ruled out.

The pr±ncipal, l'objective of the effort covered by this grant was to

design and conduct experiments that differentiate between Cerenkov radiation

and other possible mechanisms for inducing visual. phenomena and Compare the

phenomena obtained in the pi-esence and absence of Cerenkov radiation. Section

2 of this report describes the experiments and the data obtained.

A new mechanism proposed by us to explain the visual phenomena observed

by Skylab astronauts as they passed through the South Atlantic Anomaly, namely

nuclear interactions in and near the sensitive layer of the retiva, is covered

in See. 3. Brief reviews of the light-flasli phenomena 
in space have been

published by Lis. 12,13

It turns out that the light-flash phenomena are only one example of

transient phenomena induced iii 	 sys tems" flown in space. Same of our

s tudies to search for similar transient effects of -,pace radiation on sensors and

microcomputer memories are described in See. 4.
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,Ssf..._a„!!A^ No-Cost Frees-1

'I'ho research described in this report involved deliberate exposure of

Human subjects (the investigators) to heavy ions. A fail--safe beam delivery

system had to be designed. The system used is described in See. 2. All

experiments had to receive the approval of the committees for the protection

of Human Subjects at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Brookhaven National

Laboratory and Clarkson College. There were, in addition, reports of

evidence at LDL of single - hit track effects in pleural tissue of animal
t

subjects which had to be taken into account in granting approval. This

necessitated considerable delay in scheduling irradiations. We did finally

obtain approval for carbon and neon runs and fell confident now of obtaining

approval for argot For this fall. We greatly appreciate the time and

effort contributed by the members of the safety committees at all three

insi.tutions. The delays required our requesting no-cost extensions well

beyond the projected one year duration, of this grant. We appreciate that

NASA officials took into account the unique features of this experiment and

granted these no-cost extensions.

,f
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2. LIGHT-FLASH UXP RIMUNTS AT THE BEVAIAC

(Jn+s-SAG--A-`1'fame-Fac:i.^.7 t	 '(	 `

The first step i.n these experiments was this design and imple neniration

of modifications to the Biomedical beam line that would satisfy the

following science requirements.

i. Beam delivery one particle at a time

ii. Easy implementation of catch testa

iii. Random mixing of beams par,1icles incident out speeds above and

below the Ce	 ov threshold

In addition the beam line had to be fail-safe against accidental overexposure

of the human subjects. The beam facil:, t:y implemented is desCAbed in Ref. 	 }

14. ^,Yor the reader's convenience a copy of this publication is included as

Appendix A.
i

Exposure to Carbon Ions

i	 The results of our initial run with carbon ions is described in an
f

articlel published in Science. A copy of this article is included as

Appendix B. We restrict ourselves here to some essential feature of the data.

Two of the three subjects reported observing visual phenomena. The use

of catch tests (empty beam pulses) demonstrated high subject reliability

during these irradiations. The subjects (V.P. and P.M.) described the

phenomena as bright and easily distingui.shabl.e from background. A comparison

of pheomena induced by Cerenking and non-Cerenk ing particles (with the

subject not knowing which) showed that- the "large" and cloud-like phenomena

were only observed with Cerenking particles while its point-flash and streak

phenomena were observed with both. The realer is referred to Api*ndix B for

details.

A second irradiation with carbon :tons was conducted under close to

identical condi.tigns a year or so later. Both subject, had experienced
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visual phenomena in the previous irradintiton. Neither subject reported

obadi viag the typo of bright distinct phenomena observed in the first run.

The subjects were asked to report any phenomena observed. The data is

still being analyzed but it is clear that none of the distinct phenomena e f,

the first faun werea observed in the second irradiation. This was true for

both Cerenking and non-Corenking particles.

Noon Exposure

All exposure to neon ions was carried out under conditions identical to

those described in Appendices A,;and, B. The higher charge of the neon

nuclei, should have enhanced both the Cerenkov radiation and LET by about

(10/6) 2 . Despite this enhancement none of the bright distinct phenomena.

file first carbon run were observed.

Discussion

	In summary we have three experimental runs carried out under as close to	 i

identical conditions as po.._^Lbl.e w'l th apparently conflicting results. Proper

psychophipical procedures were followed in all three experiments so that the

	

subject did not know if a "beam pulse" contained a Cearenking or non-Ceienking	 !-

ion or no ion at all. The data from the} first run is clear indencea that two
r

subjects were experiec.cing flash phenomen,4 and- %.hat the large bright

phenomena appeared only for" C.rarenking particles.

The changed in the subjects abiii,ty to detect heavy inns may be explained

in terms of fluctuation in the sensitivity of the human visual systems.
i

16,17Denton nand Pirenne	 have shown that threshold for detecting light pulses

may vary by an odder of magnitude (among normal human subjects and by r factor

of 3 for the same subject on different days. This variation is `salsa

consistent with the large differences in light--flash rates observed by the

SallieApolloastronauts at different times in the missior.
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3. ROLE Of NUCLEAR INTERACTIONS

Astranauts on Skylab observed point and streak light-flash phenomena as

the spacecraft passed through the Smith Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) O NASA scientists

described the rates of flash observations as "anomalous" in terms of the known

Carenkov and LET mechanisms and the measured trapped proton fluencem in the

SAA. We prepared in Ref, 17 that nuclear interactions in and near the

sensitive layer of the retina provide a possible mechanism for the light

flashes. For the reader's convenience a copy of Ref. 17 is included as Appendix

C.

We have explored the use of tbo Harvard Cyclotron for use in investigating

the role of nuclear interactions 
in 

the light-flash phenomena. An experiment

to measure the spectrum of energy deposited in thin silicon surface-barrier

detector of different thicknesses is currently underway. A light-flash

experiment involving human subjects is planned. These efforts are not

currontly supported by external funding.
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Vii. COMIARABLE TRANSIENT PHENOMENA IN LLEC'1UNIC SYSTM48

The light-flasha+a are transient phenomena induced somewhere in the

b oelectronics of the human visual system. Ths question aroae as to

whether thera were similar phenomena induced in man made alectrogc systems

flam in space. Katz and Rothwall l$ demonstrated that transient itt,DMgyp

satellite photographs could be corraInted with energetic particles

incident on the sensor.

We initiated a preliminary study that suggested di.g$A;al memories, as

a location of analogous transients. Electrically stored information could

be distorted by changes in the logic state of individual storage events.

Such inversions were postulated in bipolar circuit elements by Binder at al.lq

With the help of Air Force support as well as this grant we initiated
s

some tests on L81 circuits that clearly demonstrated memory upsets upon exponents

r	
energetic protons. , 	 These experiments and their implications for space

are descritl i-6d in some detail. in Ref. 20 which is included here as Appendix D.

3

i
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i. llatrnttitctitltt
,mere are atppiica«ions or %trticie ac-cleralors for

tvhich it is advantageous to recluce tlle: beam de-
livered onto -it target to just one particle. Examples
include testing or calibrating a detector sysitcltl
and investigating the biollogical erfects that result
l"'to n the passage of aai1t^ law beam particle through
it single cell or structure in in organism. One par-
ticular advantage of such 

it facility tit it heavy ion
accelerator is the s imulat ion of' the passage or cos-
nlic-rely 11",avy ions,

We became interested in developing it beam fa-
cility capable of delivering Single particles, during
Investigations into the vistial phenomena induced
by the passage of chargcd particles (hloctglt tile:
dark-adapted human eye' a'), 'These "light leashes„
were first observed i il deep space by astronauts oil
Apollo 11, presumably as a result of the passage
tat' individual heavy cosmic-ray nuclei through the
cyc'). It was our belief' tllalt to properly simulaitC
Vyposure to the heavy-iolt Component of the cos-
iuic rays it ,in accelerator the beam particles

' I'rCsunt address- I;mrence licrk:'Ic) 1ahnrntrar)', l.crkcl%y

Piescnt ad(fress, c ncral Hveiric Research anti I)evuhrp•
mcnt L'vnter_	 ;4e%% York 12;145.

Should be delivered to the target tit rates colli,par-
able to those ill space, i.e. one-tot-a-tl ►lle. For ex-
ample the presence of more than one particle in it
pulse tnaty affect the appearance of rile vistlail
pl1enot1lena observed'),

Other eff'eets of cosmic-rays oil mint and his
Support SystelllS ill SpacC which might be Studied
tit a onc-at.utimo facility include: the ef'rccts of
the passage of hcavy ions through photo detcetlon
systems'"), electrical s circuits"), single nerve ails
and various locations in the central nervouS SyS-
tem''),

Some problems arise when facilities that are de-
signed for stable operattion at the highest possible
currents alre modified for single particle delivery.
i-or example, the beau» will probably not be ill-
tense unough to provide feedback to the operator
through normal insirtllhentation. Ilowc^cr, our
experience suSt;CSIS that t hese problc nl4 can be
circumvented or overcome, Section 2 describes
the essential reatllre:s of oale-at-a•tllnc fac.ilitius.,
and details or 'low they were implemented at two
heavy-iota accelerators tare given in secti on .'I.

2, iN%ctttial features
'file following features are desirable in any

Mod
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single Imravk: delivery system ut it lv,. ivy ion uc-
celerator.
1) 11etun 1rurKv, The incident particle should hake

the dcsited charge. niass and velocity.
2) Rehribiti{r. A pulse should Contain one p€trtirlc

and no more. No subscqucnt pulse should ba
dclivered it) the target.

3) East , 1a1 inilsieme llahott. facilities or this type:
are likely to be used oftim for short periodss in
it variety {s1'atlsplieattuitls rather than it single lung
term exparimant.

4) 1IvXibihtr. The racilit) should bye capable or dc-
livcring different heavy ions over 

it range or
velocities up it) and including the threshold for
Cerankov radiation.

5) F(fil- ;vrtlt, agaiml a(vi(tvillol paver, tclaastia" In it
rail-sufa niode ilia experimenter van remain at
the site or ex{)usuly just Outside the collinlatur-
dclincd beam area. This allows him quick ac-
cess ror configuration or alignment changes b>e-
twvcn pulses. in our cxparinlents th target is
at human volunteer (one or ilia experimenters)
Who must be protectc(L

6) I avi nsponsv, When  operming in it 01-salt'
mock the beam line and poisibly lilt entire oc-
c.^elerator will be tied up. Ideally, the experi.
venter should tie able to request it i7ulse, per.
haps by pushing at button and promptly rccciv^!
one beam pulse cunsisting or one particle.

7) Small 1xeant stint. The location where the licani
particle cntcrs ilia turact must be accuraately,
known for most applications.

niclue"). The extrao d Iwam entered a collimator
and pus,* d through sevc rat litcusingl and lviuliltg

nia,gtlets and the muin synchrotron shield %vull b%:-
rurc rcuching tier experimental cave,

The up%tivani collimator was constructed of
bras4 by niatchhig roux bras; blocks and ct an bin
ing them togeth :r intersix:rscd with U5 rnm
shims. The total thickness u1` the collimator seas
9.4 em and the opening was 0.25 mm < 0.25 Hint.
Tile collimator was mounted oil at shaft with pro.
vision being made rur the adjustment of the cot•

limittiun axis to correspond with the Warn dine-
tion. The collimator and spurt assembly we=re
mounted oil it vacuum-tight plate with the shaft
passing through ---ring" vacuum seals in ilia
plate, wliicti in turn, rornied it side or a rectilinear
bcjx in the beam line. The niom it ing; chart vcas
connected to al linear drive motor. A motor servo
systctit and mieromatar-type mea>surenivilt system

allowed the shaft to be moved over several inehCs,
with positioning accuracy of Better than 0.3:5 nim.
Thus, the collimator would be positioned accuriac-
ly in the beam, and rcniov"l vvhan desired. The
servo control and p ►avvc r tlnit for the shall-driv°c
system were packaged in it separate unit and cttn-
ticeted to the shartdrivsy motor system through a
cable acid nlulti•piil connector, Tile collimator
could, therorore, be rvnioved from the beam liar ale
lignment purposes and reinserted quickly and aac-
curat:ly for data taking, During vxperiniertis with

co ►.ct

SUBJECT
A4IGNMENT
rAOLe

SYNCHROTRbl

3. Deserlptlt ►ta or t%so facililles
11. MUN(A i'uN PARTWI.t. A('C'I'ATRA701t

our first single particle delivery racility was set
up at the Princeton Particle Accelerator (PPA).
The cxperiment 2) involved cxpgsin+ the dark-
adatptcd C)'CS 01' i1t1111tt11 Su bjects to individual
Sap McWanitl ' I N nuclei. A fall-safe oper-
ation was achieved by 1111111i118 ills b0a rn i115idC
the Synchrotron at nQamliaximuni intensity and
reducing the extracted beans intcllsity by collini4a
Tian. A schematic diagram of the facility is shown
in It&, 1. Transport andfMuSing magnets are not
shown it, the mitre. The barn, fine was the saris
a 's that collvCntio rtaliy u4cd lbr hcaavy-ion gxperi.
merits. No su•uctU al 1110(lifiCaatiOlIS Of file bca1111
line were necessary except thu addition of two cell-
1111latol's. file Itlll :intclIsity 01 the Im?	 tau/attl)a.l	 11g. t. Schvnwtic driming tit the Princeton 1'attticle P.,xelvwtor
Wall) Wits extracted using a resollaanCia teell	 laolity set up to deliver individual nitrora nuclei
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human subjccts, movement of the' collimator was tensilics wcre attainabiv and a particle ty,+icall) ait.
l'rc°v iiie d by dia,connixtinit the wrvo•colatrol and
viirrying it into the vxIvrinivnt ►al eave. Ilvcausc the
h) ncluotron, w%aas alr.ady o1wrating near maximum
inte llsity, aaccidvillul inicrist: ptilscs ucrc: illtpo^ i^
file.

Sccondary patticics gencrated in the collimator
were mNept out of the main Ivaco by a Ii^ndirv.
magno. The m.igno L'uriviit was Sot to fiteus the
uncollimated synchrotron hokim Canto the final col•
linaalor on the subject alignment tabic. The main
collimator olicaring was diosen to he s;lcll that
when it was ins,.riod in the beam line only occa.

sional particles pass through the final collimator.
11ccattlse the bcaarn intonsit,y reduction %vas
xachievcd by collimation, the only way to prevent
more 

than ono particle pasising thiough lire final
collimutor and striking, the subju t`;s eye %aas to re-
dum the inlenaity so that most pulses are empty.
The experinicntor waited until aI beam pulse re-
stilts in a particle ernerging from the downstream
collimator, Because the synchrotron was operating
at optimum intensity, reasonably stable beam in.

gP..AM

yr7.Tt1Qa7Y
' n(, Cr'=amT

rived at the tar$ct %kithin it rew tucicrattion c s:ItiM.

3Z BI w 
At 

A('
An improved vcrsion of a one-at-ti, time 111cility

bus recently bec ►r love°lolvd tat the llvvalac at
Lawrence , ltetk0ey Laburaatumy. At tifc Ilcvstlac, the
I liluer uclb as it :a ,urco of heavy ions white are
transported to the; Devatrun whore: thuy are acedv.
rated it) relativistic velocities"' I ,'), A resonant ex-
ir-aCtion System is LIN%d for dclivc:rin4 Nam pukka
into it seconda,y bu.trn line loading to lliomodi; aA
Cave 11 a '). A diagram of the Nam line is l ivQn
in hg. 2 wvhero again .ransport and fcacuving matt.
nets not essential to this d iscussion are not
shown. Again, no structuiatl modirwattion gal' the
existing beam line wa g ncc',ssatry. C n)v the lim-0,
collimator wvhici dcrincs the exposure- ii-ca (circle
of 2 mill diaametcr) ww, added.

In operation the fievutr_on and the henna line for
Momcdical Crave 11 tare tuned at optinium Nam
intensities. The numbor of leans in each 111.11se is
than reduced sat the source, Le,, the ililac. The re.

'	 OEVATRON

SYNCHROTRON

EXTERNAL F1
PARTICLE"

BEAM

I

SCINTILLATOR

AENOINO

MAGNET

SCINTILLATOR -^-^---

tCIN1±LLA
COLLIMATOR	 COINCIDENCE

SCINTILLATOR
EXPERIMENT

Fig. 2. scitenaatic of the IlcvaLtc faacility as set till for single paraictc operation in Iiimnolical Civo 11.

.. 4-1
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sulting	 intrllsity	 of the	 beans	 circulating in	 the ent places in the acceWmition and beam dellvery 	 ►
synchrotron is too to% in the ollc-al-a-time mods: systerll or the llcvttlac. Two of these do%ices acli-
fior norm al Bevalmn tutting hrocedurcs to be CflCt'- valcd tin existing chcuit fur rapid bears tum oil'.
tve,,and ilia beam operators must rely on it Scin- 'rhe system, when activated. Clamps magnet rcFer.

( lillsaAun	 detector ill	 the extracted	 bears	 line	 for cart; circuit, to zero for the perturbation magnel
moil' oring, rile	 bviiiii	 pulse Call	 be as long its (PI) which (It -Ives the beam growth flit' rCsonanl
500-1500 ills. 'l lie Injection beam is then atteriu- extraction. A Second circuit Clamps OIT the refer-

l ated by a Iitclor cal` 101 by collimating Nieves. Two ences to the First three bending magnets in il'te ex.
Scintillation detectors ill coincidence (one	 placed traction systcnl (Mi. M2 and 11'l3) and imer'ts a
Upstream and the rather just downstream or ilia bra m plug. For normal operation of siiluie particle
collimator in the light flash experiment in Rom of delivery, the Cut oil' activation sigthal caulk front
the sut)jQct,s eyC) detcet the First heavy ion	 to the First coincidence signal Will the two photo-
emerge rrom the collimator opening. -rile Coincf- 111111tiplier--scitltll^itor counters id the subject ctretl. A
dcrico ^dgnai terminates the extra ct ion of the 1•a- singles	 counter (scintllalor	 and	 photomultiplier)
mainder of file beam pulse from ilia synchrotron located where ilia external beans first claarS ilia
and triggers the insertion of ilia beili1l ougi. The i)evatrotl magnet (called hI) is part ol' the standard
resonance extraction systeill Call 	 shutdown ill beam munitoring 161 , low betim levels (-:l(1`-1011
+ 1,5 Ills	 to prevent,	 the delivery	 of Subsequent particles p(r' pulse). A Scaler pule Out	 tWeSet	 ill

^ particles ill ilia pulse. The beam plUS CUtS Off the 11101lipiC5 of	 tell, wUUld	 [Its(.) aCtvitte the	 first Cut-
bcam within	 s and mechanically pl'milts file dc  Off' circuit. This cut Off level was sat ,lust above
livery of additional pulses, .A continuous range Cif the Count level necessary to gave it I'm coinci-
ion energies can be obtained by inserting ilia pro- (fences Lit the SUbj4C1 mgi011.
per absorbing material in the beam till(' upstr'Citm A itrid monitor in the Injection channel rrom
of the bending magnet and modify ing the llcatm the Ililac, ups tream of the 11 1 collimator, ihloni-

t Optics downstream of the dcgrader' rot , the _".'6W all- tors each illjce'tcd beam pulse. If the 1lljeCtcd pulse
ergy. Secondaries generated in this Way wilt, be re- exccctls a presat value, the rl' is chit orr and no
moved from the beam that enters the fin al colli^ particles	 tare iacccleratud	 oil

	 that 	Bevatron	 cycle,
motor its it 	 result	 of dispersion	 in	 ilia	 bending This level was set to 1irhlii the bean it the F 	 area
magnet. Beath 1'ragnients of the sank nionientuni to less than 10' particles per pulse indepeildent of
Created near the end of the degrader are not re- the other two cut off deviecs.
moved from the beam and are not necessarily
completely rejected by ilia coincidence signal. 4. Conclusion

Beam trials have been carrikrd out using 400 and What is significant is not	 (single particle de-
594Mel'/arnu_c:.u•bon lolls without degrading and livery system exists but rattler that manly, if' not
with	 degrading by it l'b 	 filter to 467 [vleV/a111u Most,	 accelerator	 bears	 lilies	 Call	 be	 c+asily	 and
Tile system perrornled properly in both Cases. To quickly modified for occasional use as Lt single par-
tc5t the faSJ shutdown proCedllrCs the bear intcn- tcle l lcility, Thus experiment, utilizing (Ills type
soy was set % tulles higher than necessary (or (le- or facility call 	 aCCO1'nllhod,11Cd Without substan-
Sirable) l r onc-at-a-tinla operation, Thirty seven tial impact oil other accelerator usc?s.
Out	 Or thirty	 llirl'O pUISCS Contained	 Uile particle
and tile remaining two ,pulses contained only two We Would like to acknowledge the Support of'

i	 = particles	 each,	 At	 lower intensities	 no	 multiple NASA grants NSG7IJU_and NSG9059, its well as
pulses were observed. support from the Fannie Rippel Foundation,

I Because many experiments involving single par-
( ticle delivery would involve human subjects or ex-
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i the experimental area b	 the use of redundant
y
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Visual Phenomena Induced by Relativistic rhrbon Icons
With and Without Ce,raokov Radiation	 lJ

Absiract. E.rposinh, the human eye to lnalividual rnrlxon ions ( BC #) mo ► -hag xf reth.
tivistle s1meds results hi vimal phenomena that hichide point flashes, strArtks, and
larger dowse flasher, The tflffiase flashes have prerigusly been observed	 ustro-
namts in sprave but tint In labaratoty experiments with perrtirles (tf high ratomir attar- i
leer and ener gy. The), Carr observed only when thr nucleus Snores fast enough tea

i
gimerate Cerenkov radiation.

There have been a number of invests• fected the rate at which the flushes were
€ gations designed to determine the phys- observed,
s ical mechani m behind the virivat phe- To directly compare the visual phe-

nomena observed by astronauts when nomena induced by HZE particles with
exposed to the radiation environment in and without Cerenkov radiation and to
space	 (1-5).	 Maur earlier	 experiments detzrinit1c the eilect of Cerenkov radia-
with moons, pions, and individual nitro- Lion on , 	' subject's ability to detect tt► c
Sett nuclei (3) showed that Cerenkov ra- particics^	 we	 initiated	 a series of cx-
diation generated within the eye cart in. posures ^fhuman subjects to HZE pui•ti-
duce visual phenomena similar in fie• cles at the Bovalac accelerator at Law- i

scription to those reported by astronauts rence Berkeley Laboratory. The details
in deep space (1). However, the muon or the facility devised to deliver HZE i
and pion data were obtained in expeti- particles one at a time ate given else-
►!tents, designed to simulate the passuCc where (7). This report describes the re-  z
of an ion of high .^t` 6mic number, 7, and suits of the preliminary trials, which in-
energy,	 E,	 with	 a	 pulse	 containing _ vowed	 comparing	 at	 nuclrs	 at

N - Is singly charged particles. This speeds above and below the Cerenkov
i raised the question ofthe extent to which threshold.	 The	 nuclei	 had	 kinetic

the	 phenomena	 observed	 resembled energies of 595 MeV per nucleon and a
those induced by the HZE thigh 7 and l;) stopping power in water of 94 McV-clog
particles cncountcred inspace (b). More- tit the higher speed, aunt values of 470

F over. experiments with neutrons, alpha MeV per nucleon mete! 103 MeV-cmatg at
particles, and nitrogen nuclei (S) Showed the lower speed. The carbon nuclei ;do
that	 star- and	 streak-like	 phenomena not stop in the eye, nor do tlic;; lose it

i similar to some of those observed in significant	 amount' of energy	 in tra-
space can be induced, in the absence of versing it, The patterns of ionizations

n Ccrenkov radialtion, presumably as, the and excitations along tite trtileetoHolare

t'CSUIt	 of	 i0niZatip l1S	 and	 M ittttions qu ite s im ilar for thetwo case s, and a sig-
along the in of the incident par- niftcant increase in it suhjeGt's lrbtlity to

^i	 tiele or its secondaries, This raised -the y ociect the passage of at higher-mucity
passibility that tii; M13 particles that nucleusthrough hast=e ivn ►rld`be attrih-
generated visible pulses of Cerenkov tltable to Cerenkov radiation,
light in the eyes of astronauts oil After dark-adapting fair 40 nsinule4,
miss ions would have iicen deteetmd airy- lire subject aligned himself to the bealn
way because of ionirauion efTe	 m, and line by using it perstmal i/cil bite plate

j than while Cerenkov rtidiatior ► may have and fixated on n red light-ca r►iitiing shade
influenced tits visual phenomenal ehperi- mounted ein the far wall of the darkened

j
Cnceti, it wrinitl not i► ave ' ll nttlt m2ly ar . rooni.	 This aYligiicd	 if► e	 head and eye.

;it'tFMI	 Voi.	 ,M.°1	 It ; V I'M	 eN,116 14075,11i P012h014110lk.i0'0 	 C,piwhi t t'NkAAAS	 141
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tsiteh that ilia boato particles antorod at 	 ' 	 complax cntuNnatic"is of d1fl`bw llahimu
Ali r4lato at' about W with the caplic axis	 and streaks. Otte subjocl did not rel-mri

a	 deftnad by Untion. Alt Initial atligit•	 ^ ^^ . `"	 any	 obsommilons of particles 	 either
motet procedure was coinploted bofam 	 above oror below ilia threshold &pocd for
the, eaparlmon-W sosaionsp A lasor bed	 i 	 Carankov nuliallon, Tito ability of the
wits posted through the beam collimatoro ther two t,-,t ioets to detect carbon ionsru
16 the hurt's hand. When the laser	 1	 was considerably greater for speeds
spot fail on the proper roglon of t he eye.	 i	 )	 above threshold The detection eftleiai.
tha bite quite was locked In position. The	 ,	 tW	 ` 	 r+t'3	 cy for ptilsas containing one or two pai11.
Particle	 boadn	 pathwny	 was	 directed	 cles at speeds below threshold gonarally
away,	 from the Ions of the eye. After a	 agrees with the detection efltciency ob-
foreporfod that	 was varied randomly	 served previously for stopping alphas
from 2 to 4 seconds, a pulse of carbon	 and nitrogcart nuclei (5). Diffuse Anshes
nudlol or n atoch lost pulso (one contain-	 were observe(! only when the carbon no.
Ilia no particles) was deailvasred, The sub. 	 ...	 clel moved through the oyo at speeds
,loci signalod readiness by depressing a	 ItigA 1. $ohesmwtic drawing of visual sonsnoons	 above threshold. They consistently apr
switch. He signaled detection (ii hit) by, 	 described by "acts P.M. anti V,I', The	 Penrod in the region of the held of view-
depressing ilia same switch. Tito subjecit 	 „cmla r+spresetnts visual nnglo. 	 that corresponded to the location on Cite
wits also in cotrimuaication with the oft-	 retina where ilia boom particles exited
porlmonters in the control room by inter-ilia, eye, which would be expecaad ^if ilia	 x
cons, After inch hit or iniss, the subject	 percent. Only one catch test In SI result- 	 visWo components of ilia ^,arankov op.	 s
was asked to confirm his response and	 ed In a positive response (false alarm) 	 tical shock wave (which pi ►pa ales to- 
describe the visual phenomena for till 	 and that virtual sensation was described 	 ward ilia nesal region of the rolina) mill-
hits. The crossTscc lional	 area of the	 as similar to the phosphones that sub- 	 ated	 the	 vistial	 process. The- 	 diftlise
beam was determined by a 2-item-diame• 	 jacm observed when dark-adapted lit ilia	 flashes were similar tit appearance to this
ter coilinaator placed In the beam"line 	 rtadlation•free environtttent. 	 flashes Induced by muons and pions (3).
about 30 cm upstream front tho subjects.	 In procedure 2 the subject slid not 	 This evidence Indicates that the diffuse
Particles catering Lite eye were counted	 know whether the carbon ions were In- 	 flashes observed In this experiment were
in coincidence by a scintillator down-	 cident at speeds above or below thresh- 	 the result of Oorcnkov radiation, "rho
stream from tho collimator just before 	 old. Catch tests were not employed. lit	 more lucalixcd nhcnomenu	 streaaks and
the eye and a selntillator upstream from 	 procedure 3 the subject knew whether 	 pointlike	 flashes--were	 observed	 for	 j
the collimator, 	 the particles in a particular series would 	 particle speeds bath above and below the

in procedures I the subject slid not 	 atttva ill speeds above or below thresh- 	 Corenkov	 threshold,	 which	 demon-
know whether _a pulse would contain	 old, but catch tests were included. There 	 stratus iliac Cerenkov radiation is not the

r	 one, two, or no nuclei or whethe=r lite 	 were no obvious differences between the	 sole ntechanlsin for these phenomena.
carbon nuclal we=ret tit speeds above or	 data obtained by the three procedures. 	 Figure i is a schematic drawing of typ-
below threshold. Catch tests were ran-	 Table i summarizes the data for the	 ical visual sensations described by sub•
donily distributed among the etxperimen • 	 three subjects tinder the procedures for- 	 jccts RM. and V.P. For both subjects
tal trials at a rate of opt roximately 40 	 lowed, The visual phenomena were often 	 Ilia diffuse flash occurred in the right-

hand field of uicw Ili the area shown,

Table 1, Summary of procedures sand results for three subjects. Both ( I reported that streaks often
_	 xt coinpanlescl the diffuse flashes. When

Sub-	 Pro-	 Particle	 Pulses	 Par-	 Hits	 Diffuse	 Streaks	 they did, a definite temporal sequence
ject	 cadure	 speed 	 tic fen	 flashes	 or points	 was observed. The diffuse flash appeared
V.P.	 I	 Above	 ~19` 35	 B	

S. ^.	
6	 first, followed by the streak phenomena.

Below	 19	 23	 3	 0	 S	 This is the opposite of the physical se-
3	 Above	 25	 33	 20	 13	 14

22	 33	 ?	 0	
que.nce of events, in which the particic

Below	 2
P.M;	 1	 Above	 22	 Sit	 14	 10	 2	 enters the region of the eye where the

Below	 31. `	 44	 3	 0	 3	 streaks are observed and exits in the area
2	 Above	 16	 21	 7	 S	 3	 of the diffuse flash. This sequence takes	 L -

Below	 14	 Is	 1	 0	 1	 less than	 10 x 10- 1' second from en-
S.	 I	 Above	 38	 56	 0	 0	 0

"Clow	 g	 13	 0	 0	 0	 trance to exit. I'hc streaks appeared to
be moving from right to left in the visual

'Above or below etc Ceretikbv threshold, field, The strenk phcnomcna for subject
t i	 P.M. were at a location corresponding to

Table 2. Combined data for swfLCtS P.M. and V t'i'forsincic^ versus tnultig lc•pnrticle pulses,	 ware* not always tit such a location, fear
beam entrance, for sulajcct V,P, they

Type of	 Particle	 Par-	 Dore-	 Uittust	 i
Poi

n ts 	 bout satkt cats n single carbdtt ion often
p1115e	 %pecd	 11cles	 Lion's	 flashes

1oises	 and	 resulted In the observation or more than
streak s 	 one stroak. Subject V.P. reported the eh-

4inyale particle 	 Above	 _	 53	 33	 ^27	 18	 ^	 SIN- 	 servation of curved broken streaks of the
Itelow `	 35	 SS	 S	 0	 R	 type shown in rig, t.

+	 Multipleparticle	 Above	 9$	 42	 23	 IS	 13	 `rho length of the Ionic hiAxii trajec-Below	 63._. 	
3 t	 0	 3 lo► ics is far greater than a alleld h4 ex-

*Above tit below the Cerenkov thre-0hoht	 plained	 Iry path lengths in the n'etina.
'a^	

SUIE	 1 . Silt.	 701



`Mi% iti cilit81atent will-the obwrvittions ^•	 tt J^ M^#'•"Fdi9, A'il'MeU"P r1 t.+wt.tNF 2.SI. i ##^# i{)7t ]	 pAA ^H(lliAk/ t X11 Mte t+tMM^I t.e1 dk1eMr4it ^PK.f,#r(N
V. P Duel. V. 8 Iho»1}. V. P. Maul.	 Millie tNdu,tum in v) ,..,r. !	 1	 W,9nietlt. i.e#

of three >uuhj ecth cxpiltiP d to i ndividual W. txlimlsae rin 	, K. 6 V.4wA} li. lttrace	 tNASN 144N , ,14411, %,owed	 +iett+•wWw'. m"t

%J%wnNlosn. 	 D(ntlorgen dons tit tltr	 Prinecton Particir+ 78, IW #1472!: 	 J	 hUNal l y . V. 1' 1'raw, v	 iv	 Adetanwi..teua.	 .
pond. ihtai M. 45 1 t1 97S,. J Opt y,a . Am	 1972	 ^ + 

d 1 ^Accaler#ilor 41	 firAco	 %trcak% have), `l1e6.49 11N74r; Radwl He%	 M. $19 (19741 	 h	 C. A.	 at.w..1	 i"	 litwlitltt+	 : I (lean. t.eir
been i>t^ creed in spay a and In lei+orate►ry Iii.

t^ 
	 1011

J WAtr arw N A. loner. r^.ltsr* rt.* 	jn,	 lei Spar P Ilex. u. ,V
r^4e2): J, hretnita, New Ste. 47, 42	 7	 1'	 J. McNulty. V	 t'	 ?';de. 1M' il. Bond. W.

eXpetinicrits (5). It is possible that fr;ait- 419710. W. W L.harrrwn, J. A. Vennrn. G	 U	 Schuunwrlin#t. K, li	 W	 Pvvrette.

Ine lttat ii)n of the carbon nucl eus and in- !ratio, J	 V. Jolley. A'otule #d,ontton) 230. 522	 K.	 Ctri tvii, J.	 Howard. Arrri.	 In,m4nt . in
(1971). C► . G	 1-%do. J, V	 Jvlloy. W. N, Chat 	 rtos,

tenictions that lead to ilia formation of
la	 innuclear Stars	 a Cold	 these effect s

K.	 by NASA	 NS(J%154) Ilelp"ion. thud. 228.26011971#.	 Ropported	 scant	 and
S. C', A. Tobias, T. P. nusltn or,). T. Leman. Ara•	 advice from	 AI	 n, K. Crehhta. W. is retette.

3971);play	 e cure it ontltsni 2JA. 396	 tGlet	 231, 209	 and J. Howard at t awroi a Berkeley (dthnratsr•
but further study is tweded. +1972); T.	 P.	 nudinger.	 it.	 Bichsel, C.	 A	 ry are graloN ly ockouwlmdged.

Whips, Science 172, 668 (1971); C. A. Tobias.
Table 2 shows the data for subjects 'I'. F. Hudinger, J. T. Lyman, in Proceedings of	 21 Ptbrunry 1976

PA, and VA and for pulses containing
one or more particles. Their ability to de-
fect pulses containing one particle was
not significantly different from their abili-
ty to detect pulses containing more than
one particle.—that is, the detection eM.
ciency per particle was far less for mul-
tiple-particle	 pulses.	 Tobias	 and	 co-
workers (S) also reported a dependence
of the subject's, ability to detect HZE
particles that did not produce C arenkov
radiation on the number of particles in
the pulse. Table 2 shows that the effect
holds true for the diffuse flashes, which
were shown above to be due to Ceren.
kov radiation and hence optical phenom-
ena,

In summary. carbon nuclei entering
the qye are detected	 more often at
speeds above the Ccrenkov threshold ;	 1;
than below. This finding lends strong
support to the hypothesis that Ccrenkov
radiation Flays a major role in the visual
phenomena observed by astronauts in
beep space. Large diffuse (lashes are ob-
served only at speeds above threshold

and occur only at the location !it the field
of view corresponding to beam exit.
They are similar in appearance to the
large -area fl ashes previously observed
with moons and pions. These data sug-
gest that an important mechanism for
these large flashes and possibly for those
observed in space is Ccrenkov radiation,
Furthermore, the large flashes observed
in space can be generated by nucici with
atomic numbers as low as 6 and not only
by nuclei of higher atomic number. 1P. J. McNuLTV

V. P. PEASE
DP%)artrnents of Physics and Social

qir	 ^)	 t

A
Q1^/Seleaces, Clarkson College, /^^
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(	 `
! Astronauts onSlqlah4have conUnmod|ife observa\ka|neumh orW1 or puwws of

ligW nhun M6royeo are odup\od to drfrknoN for 10 n1/oo y more, The unexpected.,
` ! §m\<uro was the 

occasional 5 10^mhn hUmms or intense v1ouu| ||mht^Ouoh activity, 0r.
Edward Gibson, Me scimm pilm, was ulAc to conriale the occurrence of these bursts
with the pusxo800r the xnuoec[A0 through the portion ofthe eo[l!i'm inner t,upPc6
radiation belt kmnno as the Soul A(h/nftc &nunuJr(B/kA).

/	 31)em0 reports prompted two seyo0n|u ||8ht`Ouxh observing session ,., cnUductcd
U^CuL VV|Uiuoo Pogue, A)u pilot. in cn^upero|iuO with O learn of y4AS/t and
0 | m^	 y I loustoll scientists.AA	 'til analysi q of' Pouue's observati

./ Pinskyrr w\[1] concl uded thatthe nosh noes in hu0A& wereconsidaubly higher than'
wou ld be expected_. hosed tin—the rucu st"v ivi n uxoUnoya nd

that pxnmiY through (heos|nx 	 ^	
The anomalouslyflash activity led them

` }u|	 ho	 p,cvkn|^vu	 }nn^,hd10U^u[nnuh|»^dme6r«

	

^ |	 /
	 postulate	 ---	 ^^^	 ` unobserved—	 ' ~	 '~--

DuWc iUdxr^^^

	

/	 '	 '	 .
, In what follows we show that whell one includes tile effectsorfluclear inter actions ill

and igar the Ym(no and The nhyw|Wu&y or Me rmdnu one obtains fill alterna tive

	

|	 ou|`|U lilt ( ion yb [lie h| | 11.1sh ratesthat isconsislent mdIhth 	 ted SAA Aux vakws
aw Oil particle induced visual sensations in humallaboratory (1,121 find the limited I
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There is no geller.dly actVIlled nlech.mis ► n for palliviv induecd %isual pl,mmi lviia

111,11 is appllcalil ►,' 141	 Cs; r+sltkov radi.[tion. -iN hich is expected it) lit tilt,
c,ul+,,*^► f,lnl,ljta• porti^^n ►► Cillt*llashcs^ ► Ix+^rtvcl^ ►►t-11^+ ► Il^^lli;!at^#r1 +,1^^^1'+^+^.Ir^^^lt 1.1).
is not expected to contl'lbute sigmlic.ultly it) (lit: Skylab flashes bccau s%*ic► t ► 1's % ol'tlle
invident timllely% rn the SAA t%ottld gellcratc CeTV1161% light ill sufficient. intcll%it) to

exect-d the optical llirc%holds far deleetion 115. I(q.
' 17110re is act quantitative mo del for the Ilt ► n•CtlrcAo% ll,ish0s. It is not even kncmn

wlmber ills: concept o r threshold Mlicll is so liscful in modeling the detcoit►n tit`
optical and Curenko light [ls, Itl 14) is cven %alid Iorno it«relatil ktic parti ►:le%. Ili 1',lct
then are!some dalal 	 that parlicle% with	 I0 WV Eta ►
incident tan,galially to the posterior portimi o f the retina are dciccled Milt roughly.
Ott'„ cfilciency lit rxpo4nre r,tics of lO per tics lltit %with less than '„ efliaiency tit r,11es <lf
1 per see )-1).

ill ilicir amilYsis of the Skylab data, Pinsky vi al. [l) assume that tl::rru arc two
111r1^ u:ald miLlil-Vill4tlls thttl luust he salislied silllull,uleousl} for lllc detection of it
particle; the linear enertry transfer ox n [Mu st exceed 37 W%1 jtln 1 ilnd the particle
1111m have a path lellpih through the layer viculents that exceeds 40
fan. 'I'llctie vah ►es were okit ►tined hti best ill ting the flash rates obsorv4d an Apollo Bights
in dec°p space ,tad. Skti fah ^, ►tlisislc the SAr^. Th4' retina ► wa^,lsstrllled t(1 he tlllifor ► ltly
sensitive. In order to obtain iilc ImNest possible vuluc^i of' these paramews., till:
contribution from Cervilkm radiation %vas-ignored ill filling the non-SAA data. h%cn
With these IML1111l,tiolls they 1`0 1111d that not cliou h of' tile trapped lialticles would
exceed both requirements silnult,nicously to explaill the SA \ ilash k ites 111.

1. M001:1.
The evc is considered in c,11cu1,Uis ► ns to be a ? = eln slialnelcr sl ► he ► e avilh m o°t birds o f

its ,tree covered Ilya 30-pill thick sensitive layer o l , retinal Ill order to
e amille the c0dence ror ,111011i'llo t , flash rates arld compare oul results Avith Illose
given ill[ 11, we assuule that the rethla is tulifs ► rally senshive,u141111.11 threshold is a x"llid
com.'elit. Because tllc dark•adah tcd retilla is floc wn i, ► integrate sil:nals owl . d ► slallevs

sltl great,ls .100 11111 we express ihl'eshold ill lei-ills ol'a millintmll tiellosiliml tWelielp

1^°itllitl a I'elilial sl ► tllnlation unit, consisting zit ' a .tilt) jim dialltotel' Vegian 01) 1110
sensitive laver, a threshold amount is deposited, the ultit is triggered and it'
at least one such u ► lit is triggk!Nd tl 11,1411 is detMOd by the astri►naul.

The SAA partieles can stop in the eye, p,,,^s dircclly through, or produce a nuclear
star. Some of the prongs (1'11'4 ► ho gs ;rid alpha particles) from a stir play then pass

through the retina. if the sta y is located sulliciently close to the teliva more that% one
prong Illay )lass through the s,ulle retinal sulmllatioll lillit sc ith the tolat ellergy
deposited rxccc(l lag threshold. A panicle that excudti the threshold requireulcuts 111

o07 keVpm' t lil y I-I I* and -1[[1111)1101 . path length would deposit 111orc thall 1.5 yICV.

An important reatu ►'e X11' ixu° luc►de1 is 111,1[ )5arlieles »ill) I.I:'i` vtlltl4. below 37
keV rtnl I alight, by having path len aths greater thm , ..}tljtlll, still deposit Irn► rc ^th,llt

1.5 MCV. Such particles would not be c'otulleyl b \ tilt!the model giyeii ill [11 but would

be included here. The cross•secti^.nl for titan"/ Ill oduclioll is approsilivied by the
geonl^'iris,ll crtltis-sccli^%n which leads lo tl. i)25 itltcractiolls per ell) 01*111, %loll trajectory.

ORIGINAL PAGE 1
OF POOR QUALITY

1
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The milli	 pa vi v oi- SAA particles Ihrinigh IIle rv011ill
stnnmation units and nuclear star production depend upon the' threshold unc°rgy 11101

mum he depositcd in file summation unit fen' dctez tit,i. as is show, in rig. i, 'rile
unfilled vorve represertts the fla^shou thal result From SAA pro nlsdirectly and We solid
curve mTr;wnwthrwmidhution Rom mar production, ifiltresholdCxcQOdsl Mc%'tllc
SAA protons themselvo enanot produce flushes, in agmenmem wltlt I tj.
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i'it;• 1. Relative number d omen V a minhnum mwwy lo, h de ►itiiwdin the* qqwu Lqn or the
relitm nornwhied ► o U 2-cm proton lrajvdor1 throU1 1 11 1110 cNe Dian9Cicr tit 1'etiiml %umintttion unit

.1o111nn.

'rite flux ctl'SAA protons is isotropic w-ithin the plane orMu radiation hdt and at the
orbital altitude t ► f400 knl jb-` trajectory inclination dispersion is W , Col, Niglio was
seated with his vistial axis perpclldicular to the plane or the pardele trajcetories. The
shiciding that had to be penetrated by a SAA particle reaching l logne's eye depended
upon its angle of hlcidence, The effective shielding thickness lilr vadous angles of
incidence in the plane ol'the trapped partieles call he sutntnarized, For 85 out of360
tltc iltcicicnfprotclns ►n.ist tra^,cesc grclllcrthan 1 l g cln a oCsltielclillg tlilkl vcl-Y I'e4V cio.
For the renrtining 275 the particl4s hu g e pit tll lengths through shiciding of'betwvccll 3,2
and IN K cm n `I o correct i'or shieldiltg lclssrs, we asSnnled that Only X7.1/ou 91 of all
protons with kinetic energies above 80 AdeV rewhal lQuOh cyc, 'the SAA spcoruni
used in our calcuiallclns is Mal Ovil to M.

A Monte Carlo calculation wos periorinal to follow all possible intcracti im
lhrough theryc and a'°pulsc height" specarum ol'evcnts was generated. The number of
prolons and alphas emiHal by each star and Iheir enct•gy distt •ibntions were estimaled
front Powell vi nl. [ 17} and the i'ermi evaporation model.
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Tlw modd pft-divih that hViu•Ilmh actiN. it) rails ►)[T %h ► rply Mill invivitm

SAA proitnu thut rmm through this retina. The solid cunv rvprmn1% thi: roic at A lit
pronips rrom tvicicar mum In Ow ovvular media dcptwit more llum the thre-Jit,
amount tif cocry), in alt Ivust oii%: summation unit ill thu phOloreceptor hl)m The ntll
curvc 

Ill 
1-*1#. 2 does not inchidv the CmIllibuthill tram -.tars, that ofvul olllm& 11

Nphore CIVII11W by 111c 1.1yur 
or	 and -.1inuld. therdom be considiacd i

undvivstinititing the Mthli activity. Fvvn so the solld curve 
ill Fig. 2shows flash act I% it

compuruble with Pogue's rates illthe SAA 1•m thrvsholds t)r the order of a ro% NIC)i

	

to-IL— . . , I . - A 	 A.4ww "-w
01	 110	 to

l 	 4.	
luo

Ev"tm qvl-

I-1110 Callmhud ror thi: SAA its, 
it futiction or thivhhold /.'Ih, N.1-11ot" of 1.1011 it 'wil.

A careful conlixtrisoll of the Model with I logtic's observaliatts is 1101. J) ' Issible ill tile
absence of threshold incasurements. At present, it is only P ►ssibic 

to 
Cstill1ilic

I-Clisollablv values and. perhaps, cstahlish 
it lo%iier limit, I lowevol', Mir I)M*110 1'es 1111•

satisfied if We Call show Illat 1 ,10-atle's obiel-valionsr are Compillibl '! Mth the available

dala -1 14(l"Out tile Inner bell Rix of multiply charged nuclei post ulated ill I I). It was
sllowiw carliel , that tile astronaut observations outside the SAA oil Skylab 011d ill (ICCP
space oil Allolk) suggest t, threslu)ki % ahic ormiout 1.5 MoV. The lowest I.LT-11 Abich
individ Ual I I ZI -. 11,11-1 icles ) lit 'iv been "scen" 

ill 
I lie laboral ory is 10 keV 14 ill 1,09111/ilIg

invidClIce at the retina. Such particles could travel "llillost the full .100 .11111 throuvIl at
I-1,11111d slillim!1lion unit and de llosit Lis intich as .1 MeV, The solid vurvC in Hg. 2

predicts rates of 10 flusho- por Illilitlic for it 1111-C. ► h ►ld or abort Niev Mlich is ill

agreement with the above C'Slillulm'.
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One Illlwl tit+%et%at)Nn is that 	 it) I estilt from tilt' tlltc'le,Ir +1.tr% that tie

closest Ittttr v%ithin the roma. Ii , ,i slit  li evpltrit1^ III I i! , t k—di re tits;	 If'
flash-- lttt1116Ili,tars that (%Vur in the I vii n.kl	 II%V 1it)er is lilt) tIetl nti it Ill .1k;Iion tit'
the threshttltf ens r tt) required to vNvits a mi muatt,tn unit he hitats• ► th..t thrudtthl V
it retinal summation unit ►e. -lit' s;lowl; the stttr nuht he va that enttuph of'the pnmps
enter the retina vvi Ill Ili Itie unit The -harp I ice: ill I lit: Ivrce ► l	 ittit threshold of 5 (1
Idev Itppamitl. -wile t " tilt.! nwd of nialtif w hs pionp it) o%xvil threshold Nti ithfn u it Ili( .

too
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2	 4	 6	 It	 Ir	 12	 14	 IQ	 t6	 $o

C TN (MeV) -*
vit_ A. ivicentage I( or c)c•Hawh lirothwing *tar+ that Incur mthin the 1111ntl•Iltick 1a}er of
phtuntssrptt,ts, t.it. 111rollol;1 enetyy. drtntcter rtl retinal >ummattnn tacit - 104- mi - rnnre Ell 4,rt

MrV prutt,n

5, CONCLUSIONS

Further experintuniatlon is rcgWr . '(i to dwet'tuhie Me role Illat strung nuclear
ilrtertletionw pkq- in itiartiele hWuuJ visual Niemmmn% Ile mood Isnpowd hoc is
consistent with the knows pill siologf of'the refine and the SAA particle flu% valves
that the given in the literature. There is presently mi exfleritacntal hasis fair llret'errfllg
the threshtticl req uiremcnwoQ !Ito  those two ^, l here. t1t,'r inaclel lift, the acitatifnt e
of removing the arms vat in the high Ilash rata measured tin S41,11i -t.
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Abstract

Two types	 of	 large	 scale	 iptegrated	 dynamic	 Random-
Access-Memory devices were tested and found to be subject to

d , ,	 sofa errors	 when	 expased .: to	 protons	 incident	 at	 energies
between 18	 and 130 MeV.	 These errors are	 shown to differ
significant ly fro ► 	 those	 induced	 in	 the	 same	 devi ces 	 by
alphas from an Z 'I Am	 source.	 There is considerable varwia-
tion among devices.	 in theirr	 sensitivity	 to ..:proton-induced
soft errors, even among devices of the same type. 	 For pro-
tons incident	 at	 130	 MeV,	 the	 soft	 error	 cross	 se tions
measured in these experiments varied from 10-6 - l0-6 cm2/"I

}

ot on.	 For 	individual 	 devices,	 however,	 the	 soft	 error ;
cross section	 consistently increased	 with	 beam energy from
18 - 130 MeV.	 Analysis	 indi cates  that the	 soft	 errors	 i n-
4uced by	 energetic protons	 result:	 from	 spallation	 inter-
actions between the 	 incident:	 protons and the	 nuclei	 of the

I atoms comprising the device. 	 Because energetic protons	 are
the most numerous of both the galactic and solar cosmic rays`
and form the inner radiation belt, proton-induced soft errors
have potentially	 serious	 implications,- for	 many	 electronic
systems frown in space.

I.	 Introduction

The soft error phenomena are becoming an important envir-
onmental problem	 for	 electronic	 systems	 flown	 in	 space.
Soft errors or bit upsets are anomalous changes in the infor-
mation stored at certain locations in a semiconductor memory
device without observable damage to the device itself. 	 They
represent a limitatiba on systems flown in space. 	 In elec-

ro essor of	 ays1cs, Physics Department
Recent - MS	 Graduate!	 presently' at	 Pattern	 Anal'ysft	 and
Recognition Corp., New York
GraduateStudent, Physics Department

t	 Research Physici st,. Space Physics Division
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1.

tronic systems the soft errors must be either avoided by the
proper choice of circuit: or corrected through
software. Both approaches involve significant design changes
and increases in the mass and bulk of the system package.

Our prc-sont understanding of the soft errors ' gins with
the simulation studies by Binder et al l that gave\evidence
that t 

1\
he soft errors previously exhibited by bipola digital

components flown i ' n space were the result of the pa s ge of a
heavy cosmic ray nucleus with an atomic number ab^ve iron
W26) through one of the sensitive circuit elements of the
dd—v ice.

The soft error rates observed on satellites have increas-
ed significantly since then, presumably as a result of the
introduction of large scale integral d (LS!) devices into
the electronic systems being flown. • 3 	 The decrease in
volume occupied by each element on the LSI chip, results in a
corresponding decrease in the increment of charge needed to
differentiate between the logic states of an element. This
has led to an increase i n radiation sensitivity,. for LSI
devices that	 -6was illustrated recently by May and goods

 demonstrated soft errors in LSI devices exposed to
alphas. Presumably the radiation sensitivity of the devices
will increase further as devices are reduced in size (i.e.,
increase in the number of circuit elements per device) from
ths" LSI regime to that of very large scale integrated; (VLSI)
Orcui ts. Because of the naturally occurring alpha emitters
Jrt' almost al I materi al s, including those used to jacket
mt,!1ory devices, there have been a number of recent studios
c^- the	 envi ronmental iniglications of alpha-induced soft
errors. 4- 7 Guenzer et al recently demonstrated neutron-
induced soft errors in 16K dynamic ra ndoin- access -memory (RAM)
devices with 16,384 (1611 ) memory lo.-ations.

Since protons are more numerous than any of the heavier
cosmic ray nuclei at almost all locations in space, a series
Of experiments were initiated to determine whether protons
contribute to the soft error problem. These experiments are
described in some detail in Section III. Physical mechanisms
previously proposed to explain anomalous signals observed in
Defense Meteorolo gi cal Satellite Program (DMSP) 9 and Landsat
satell, ite systems lO and 

in 
the human visual system are descri-

bed and considered as sources of soft errors in LSI circuits
in Section 11. Protons would be most lik0y to deposit a large
amount of energy within the microscopic volume of a sensitive
circuit element if they either traverse the sensitive element
Pear the end of their range (where the rate of ionization
loss is greatest) or Undergo a nuclear interaction in or
near the element. In Sect-ion TV the results of testing with
two types of U dynamic- P.AM devices demonstrate the existence
of soft errors induced by protons both at high energids and

ri



near the end of their rangell . Analysis shows that more
than one type of target element oil 	 devices is sensitive
to,proton interactions,

II. Mechanisms

Any model of the soft error phenomena will almost cer-
tainly involve the interactions of energetic charged part-
icles with some sensitive microscopic volume element or
elements on the device. 'These sensitive regions may corres-
pond to the memory cells themselves, the reference capacit-
ance elements, the bit tines, the sense amplifiers, or some
other circuit structures on the device, Any mechanism would
then involve the creation of electron-hole pairs in or about
the. sensitive structure. Similar odcrodosimetric consider-
ations played a role in earlier studies of another cosmic ray
induced transient phenomena, the light flashes experienced by

f

	

	 astronauts as a result of exposure of the human visual system
to the cosmic rays. (The term light flashes denotes a variety

i	 of visual phenomena experienced by Apollo and Skylab 	 tlr^-
nauts with their eyes closed and adapted to darkness.

`.	 Laboratory s m ations using human subje s
2
 xposed to accele-

rotor beams l`^-^: and theoretical studies ^	 indicate that at
least three different physical mechanisms contribute and
depending on the type of visual experience or the region of
space, any of the three might dominate. All three are poten-
tial mechanisms for soft errors in electronic memory systems.

The first mechanism is ionization less along the tra-
jectory of the primary cosmic ray nucleus. The rate at-_

	

	 rswhich the particle deposits energy along its trajectory is
known as the linear., energy transfer (LET), and some experi-
menters,found evidence of a threshold LET for visual phen-
omena. l7 ► 2" This implied that the probability that a visual
sensation would be experienced depended upon the amount of
energy deposited (or the number of ionizations created)

	

within a retinal summation unit, a ►ni croscoptc volume on the 	 ►
retina less than 300 it in in diameter and 30 it in thiek.27
These retinal summation units typically integrate signals
over a thousand or more photoreceptor eleme ts. The sod-
parity to the standard soft error model l-^ is striking.
Figure I— shows schematically a heavy cosmic ray nucleus
traversi'11,9 one of the microscopic circuit elem ents oil 	 LSI
device. The conventional model for soft errors requires the
deposition` of a threshold amount of energy in or about the
depletion region of such an element.1-7

The second mechanism by which an energetic charged
particle can deposit the same amount of energy withinej^h^gr
aretinal su ►►»►rati on unit2,2G ,27 or a memory el ement

	

 by means of a nuclear interaction between the pr (,i'mary	 }

	

particle and a nucleus of the mediur^..w Figure 2 sh8lws a	 '
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Fig. 1 ^ Schematic representation of a high LET particle tra-
versing an LSI circuit element.
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..:	 Fig. 2	 Schematic representation of a cosmic-ray interaction.
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schematic representation of a cosmic-ray-induced nuclear in-
teraction in a circuit element. The total energy deposit-
ed in the sensitive volume about the depletion region is the
sum of the energies deposited by each of the secondary charg
ed articles emerging from the event (mostly protons and
alp as) and the recoiling nucleus. The relative contribution
of the recoiling nucleus increases as the dimensions of the
sensitive volume decrease. The trajectory of the primary
particle is shown incident normal to the device, and the
track is represented as that of a near minimum ionizing
particle to emphasize the fact that nuclear interactions
provide a mechanism by which low as well as high LET part ic-
les may induce soft errors.

Proton-induced nuclear stars provide a mechanism to
allow low LET trapped protons to induce the unexpectedly	 j
high light-flash rates observed when Skylab entered the region
of the iiner radiation belt known as the South Atlantic
Anomaly. l Moreover, they provide a reasonable explanation
for the imperfections or blips in satellite photographs that
were found to be correlated with the energetic proton flux
incident on the QMSP space.raft.9 A major goal of the re-
search described in this paper was to determine whether nu-
clear interactions contribute to soft errors in LSI devices.

IA third possible loss,,mechanism is Cerenkov radiation.
This mechanism requires an appropriate amount of transparent
material in front of the sensitive region. While this condi-
tion i • satisfied for the light flashes experienced by astro
nautsO it does not apply to LSI devices. Cerenkov radiation

should, therefore, be a poor source of soft errors in LSI
circuits.

III. Methods

The LSI devices studied were 4K dynamic RAMs, Dntel's
C21078 and National Semiconductor's: MM-5280. The higher
energy proton exposures were carried out at the Harvard
Cyclotron. The configuration used for these exposures is
shoran schematically in Fig. 3. The 158 MeV beam from the
cyclotron passed through 0.318 in of brass, emerging .at an
energy of 130 MeV	 The bean ► energy at the test device was
controlled by inserting Lucite degraders into the beam up-
stream of the chip. Exposures were carried out at beam
energies, at the test device, of 10 32, 51, 91, and 130
MeV. 	 beam energy was relatively well defined at the
higher q,,nergies (± 2 MeV at 130 McV) but quite spread out at
18`MeV„(+ 9 MeV). All proton irradiations to date were car-
ried %i('Cat .  normal incidence. The device being irradiated
was-'connected by about 3 ft of flat ribbon cable to a memory,
.heard of an 8080 CPU based Imsai Microcomputer. The device
remained an integral part of the system's memory during
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rradi at i on. The microcomputer was connected by means of a
switch register to a terminal, a printer, and a digital
plotter located outside the radiation area. The operator was
free to reset, reinitialize, and transfer control among the
terminal, printer, and plotter without entering the beam
cave. The memory was searched for soft errors either upon
manual cam►aand, or automatically after preset intervals,

:-	 No soft errors were found in over 70 hr of running the
U

:-:	 search program with the accelerator beam off. Nor were any, ^J
errors observed when the device was placed in the beam cave

^ but not directly i ,n the beam. For the data described in
this paper, the devi ce was initi al ized at the beginning of
each `run with a checkerboard pattern of alternating ones and
zeroes along each row and column.

bn -edition to the high energy ,, protons that were -avail-
abl a a.4;" the Harvard Cyclotron, exposures were made to proton
beams-: ,at incident  energies of 0. g3, 1.3, and 1.8 MeV using
the RARAF Van de Graaff Facility at Brookhaven National
Laboratory. These exposures were carried out to determine
whether' protons could induce soft errors without nuclear
i nteract^; ons- These beams had LET values in silicon of 42,
35, and 23 vgti/ ►j m compared to 1 - 5 KeV/ u m for the cy c lo-
tron beams. If'-ionization loss was a significant mechanism
at the cyclotron energies (18-130 MeV), then the same devices
shouU. be even more sensitive to the low energy protons.
The Van de Graaff proton - beams typically had a full-width-
half-maximum (FWH1 ,) spread in energies of only a few percent
but included  a 5 =20% contamination of loaner energy protons.

l For comparison irradiations of these devices also were
carried out with 4.3 MeV JHe nuclei at rile RARO Van de

/
Graaff The 3He beam contained a contami nai;i on of approxima-
tely 20%. 

'
rotons. Exposures also were carried out td alphas

from an 2lAm source.

At intervals during the irradiation, a device exhibiting
s changes was tested for hard errors` (i.e., damage to the

memory at one or more locations) The test consisted of
reading and writing new data 'at each address in a sequence
of four or f i ve steps that changed the nformat i on at each
location at beast twice. All the data presented in this
report invol ved devices that were, as yet, free of observable
hard errors. The occurrence of a hard error was usually
coincident with a sudden increase in the error rate.

The layout of the Intel C2107a and the National Semi -
conductor MM5280 devices are shown schematically in Fi gures
4a and 4b, respectively. „ In the Intel device the sense
amplifiers divide memory into two regions while the National,,
Semiconductor device is divided into four regions a two
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series of sense amplifiers. The corresponding regions where
data is stored truce or in com lemerst form are shown. For
the Intel device the sequential memory locations occupy
ad3acent locations along columns in memory starting with the
0th location in the lower left corner and ending at the
4095th location in the upper right. The memory locations
are laid out in the National Semiconductor device in a some-
what more complicated manner. The 0th location is at the
center bottom of the memory arra y , as shcwn, and the address-
es are sequenced horizontally (see Fig.4b in a repetative
pattern of the form 0, I t 3, 2 1p 4 9 5 9 7, 6. Thin pattern
also determines the sequence of rows also and the memory
locations 3168 through 4095 would occupy the second column
front the tap in Fig. 4b.

W. Results

The most striking feature of the proton-induced soft
errors is the correlation between the type of error and its
address in memory. Such correlations were evident in all
the devices of both ,types tested. Typical soft error pat-
terns following exposure to 20 32, 91, and 130 MeV protons
are shown in Figs. 5a - 5d for an Intel C2107B device. The
corresponding patterns for 32, 91 and 130 MeV proton expo,
sures of a National Semiconductor MM5280 device are shown
in Figs, 6a - 6c, respectively. Both figures are bit maps
on which each error's position represents its address in
memory; the two-dimensional space of the figures is divided
into 4096 memory addresses distributed in 54 columns of 64
locations each. The map starts with the 0th address in the
lower left hand corner. Memory locations 0 - 63 occupy the
left edge of each figure, 64 127 the next column of loca-
tions, and so on, until locations 4032 through 4095 at the
extreme rightfof the display.

Trie individual  memory locations are not shown in the
figure except where a soft error has occurred.	 Errors
which correspond to changes In login state from one to zero
are represented as slanted crosses and zero to one transitions
as solid circles.

The address space used for the error maps of Figs. 5 and
6 corresponds to the physical sequence,of the memory locations
on the Intel device (as shown in Fig. 4a) and not the sequence
on the National Semi;ronductor devices.	 In moth maps the
soft errors corresponding to zero to one changes (solid cir-
cles) and those from one-to-zero (slanted crosses) segregate
into distinctly separate regions of memory. These regions
are the same for devices of the same type and are delineated
in the figures by solid lines. For the Intel devices but not
for `the National Semic nduct'or devices, these regions are
also the regions of tr_A and complement storage. For both
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device types, these regions of zero-to-once and one-to-zero
errors reflect the architecture of the device in that they
correspond to the regions of ones and zeros that are typi-
tally obtained when the system is first energized, the so-
called turn-on patterns.

The Intel devices tested typically had turn-on patterns
consisting of zeros in the upper half of memory and ones in
the lower, and the National Semiconductor devices had alter-
nating regions of eight roes each of all ones and all zeros.
Turn-on patterns for the Intel and National Semiconductor
devices are shown sq,hematically in Figs. 5e and 6d, respect-
i vely. fay repeated	 mapower-ups of the in frame of the micro-
computer, it was often possible to transform the original
National Semiconductor turn -on patterns to one nearly its
complement.

The soft-error patterns in the error maps shown rn Figs.
5 and 6 vary appreciably with beam energy. Soft errors in
whi^h zero logic states changed to ones were ,particularlyd	

sensitive to the incident particle energy. The ratio of
zero-to-one and one-to-zero type upsets is plotted vs inci-
dent  pro ,;on energy in Fig. 7 for individual Intel and Nation-
al Semiconductor devices. While the ratio increased with
beam energy for all the devices tested, there was considerable
variation among devices, even those from the same manufactur-
or. The data shown in Fig. 7 are from measurements on single
devices and should be interpreted as a qualitative represent-

{	 ation of the trend to be expected from other devices of the
i	 same type.

At lots proton energies (<2MeV) all the soft errors were
± one-to-zero. The sharp rise in the relative number of zero-

to-one errors with beam energy reflects differences in either
the physical mechanisms of energy deposifion or the circuit
elements sensitive to upsets. The fact that these differ-
ences are dependent on beam energy implies that different
energy deposition thresholds are involved.

Typical error daps obtained by exposing an Intel C21078
device to 4.3 MeV lie particles at the RARitF Van de Graaff
is shown in Fig. 8a, and a similar plot for a National
Semi onductor device ^xposed to 4He nuclei (alphas) from
an 2 l Am source is shown in Fig 8b. Again, the memories
were initialized with a Checkerboard pattern of ones and
zeros. Clear ;differences between the helium and proton data
are evident when Figs. 8a and" 8b are compared with Figs. 5
and 6. First, only one zero-to-one type errors occurred in
the Intel device exposed to 3lie and none occurred in the
National Semiconductor device exposed to alphas.	 Besides
the absence of zero-to-one soft errors, fhe helium data of
Figs. 8a and 8b exhibit considerably more structure than is

t r,
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evident in Figs. 5 and 6 for protons. The errors in Figs.
8a and 8b occur alr;,ost exclusively in certain columns.
Moreover, in the Intel devices these columns appeared to
fill from the center line in Fig. 8a downward.

The soft error patterns of Figs. 8a and 8b appear to b
in agreement wit the earli er studies,, of May and Woods4-9
and Yaney et al 	 who concluded that, alpha-induced soft
errors are not due to interactions in the memory cells them-
selves; they found that the bit lines and sense amplifiers
were likely targets. The column structure exhibited in
Figs. 8a and 8b is much less evident in the 130 MeV proton
data in Figs. 5a and 5b, and the columns in Fig. 4a definit-
ely di d not f  l l froin the center line down. 	 1

The structure evident in the error maps and the vari-
ation of the patterns with beam energy are not understood but
appear inconsistent With models assuming that the memory
elements are themselves the only sensitive targets. In that
case the errors would be randomly distributed on an error
map, as it fact they are for errors induced by stopping

K	 heavy ions .

F

G	 Soft Error Cross Sections

The soft error cross sections were obtained by dividing
the number of first soft errors by the proton fluence. The
soft error cross sections measure.d in this stt dy are plotted
in Fig. 9 vs beam energy for the Intel and National Semicon
doctor devices. Data poi nts obtained at different energies,
oil same devices are connected by lines. Considerable
variation among devices by the same manufacturer is evident,
but for the same device there seems to be a clear increase
in the ,oft error cross section with energy. Uis increase
occurs despite the fact that. the LET and the total inelastic
cross secti ons are decreasing with increasing energy over
this inter{^;,il The exp lanation, presumably, lies in the
fact thh-. the average er rgy released in the interaction(and`
that transferred to the recoiling nucleus) increase with beam
energy, and the cross section for events which re ult in large
local depositions of energy robably increase with beam energy
over the range 18-130 McV.3

In the series of irradiations discussed here, the memory
was reinitialized each time a soft error was discovered, and
the records ,for a number of device exposures were examined
to determine ` whether the sensitivity of the devices varied
with exposure. No evidence for significant changes in the
soft error cross section for first soft errors as a function

z	 ?f dose were found.11

ry	 The devices were found to be less sensitive to the law

rr
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energyy► protons despite their much higher LET values (28-42
KeV/ u m vs 1-5 KeV/ it m for the cyclotron beams) Table 1
gives the proton errors observed in a number of different
devices exposed to 0.93, 1.3 and 1.8 MeV protons. For most
of tine devices the soft error cross section was zero. The
non zero cross sections in Table 1 are not necessarily evi-
dence that the :device is sensitive to individual low energy
protons. Individual elements on the device would experience
enough proton traversals to absorb 4 MeV or more within.a
refresh cycle at rates that were greater than the observed
error rates. However,in the data given in Table 1, there is
no evidence of dose- rate dependence of the type to be expect-
ed multiple hits were required for a soft error.

Different circuit elements may become sensitive to soft
errors at the higher proton energies as a result of the higher
local energy deposition through interactions. This would be
consistent iiith the changes in the type of errors evident in
Figs. 5 - 7.

V. Error Rates in Spacecraft Systems

The soft error cro s sections plotted in Fig. 9 range from
10-8 to 1.0` 5 errors cm /proton at the higher proton energies.
If, An the absence of measured values, the soft error cross
section is assumed to be constant at, energies above 130 MeV,
the ►; the soft-error rates to be expected► i n space can be
osti'stated. A spacecraft system with 1 p5 bits of memory
distributed in 25 memory devices of the type tested in this
study, flying in a region of deep space characterized by an
energetic proton flux of 2 protons cm- 2sec- 1 , would exhibit
proton-induced soft errors of from 0.04 to 4 errors per day.
This is comparable tQ the rates currently being reported. 2
The high proton fluence in space compensates somewhat for
the relatively low proton cross sections. In the radiation
belts or during solar flares, the proton-induced nuclear
interactions would, of course, be greatly increased, resulting
in correspondingly higher soft error rates.

{	

VI. Conclusion

Energetic protons have been shown to induce logic upsets
in two types of 4K dynamic RAM. These devices 'must, there -

fore, be soft error sensitive to the entire charge spectrum
of the cosmic rays. The cross sections measured for protons
are at least four orders of magnitude lower than those ^neas-
ured by Glanford et a1. 2 and Kolasinski et al.3 1 for 180 MeV
stopping argon and krypton {ions -incident  on similar devices.
In the latter case the measured cross sections were compar-
able to the cross-sectional areas occupied by the sensitive
regi on.s of all the memory cells on the device, and those
data apparently are consistent with the hypothesis that a
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heavy ion must deposit 8-20 MeV or more within the sensitive
volume associated with a memory cell in order to change the
logic state of that element.

The lower soft error cross section protons may still be
a signi ficant sotirce of upsets in memory systems flown in
space because the dower cross section is compensated by the
fact that protons, are considerably more abundant in space
than are heavy ions capable of depositing 3 MeV or more in
ionization loss along a few microns of trajectory. The
proton contribution to the radiation-induced soft errors to
be expected for specific devices flown in space can be deter-
mined experimentally using protons available at accelerator
facilities.

The range of proton soft error cross sections measured
in this experiment (see Fig 9) are clearly smaller than the
p
h
ysical

dimensions
dimensions
 of the el

 of
	 that might

circuit
 be
 element.

sensitive    h 
exact

to soft
errors are not known because of proprietary restrictions,
and their determination was beyond the scope of this work.

The soft errors induced by protons with incident energ-
^ t ies between 18	 and 130	 MV exhibit	 clear differences , from

1- 7t those induced	 by	 alphas	 as	 shown	 by	 comparing	 Figs.
j 5 and	 6	 with	 Fig.	 8.	 The	 structure	 evident	 in the error

maps and the differences between zero to one and one to zero
type errors distinguish proton-induced soft errors from those
reported recently for stopping argon ions. 3 , 31 	 At low ener-
gies the differences from alpha - induced upsets is less pro-
nounced.	 This is consistent with the fi°ndings of Guenzer et
al 8 who report agreement between upsets 	 obtained with	 6-14
MeV neutrons	 and	 rough predictions	 based on	 '"n,	 alpha"	 and
"n, alpha	 n"	 cross	 sections.	 (During	 the	 preparation	 of
this manuscript	 we	 have	 learned that	 Guenzer	 et	 al•	 have
observed proton-induced	 soft	 errors;	 at	 cross	 sections	 of
approximately 10- cme--	 Their data	 will	 be	 included	 in	 the
published vers. on	 of Ref. 8.) The alpha-induced	 soft errors
and, presumably	 a	 significant_ fraction of the 	 lower energy
proton upsets,	 result	 primarily	 from	 events	 in	 other than
the memory	 cells,	 probably	 in	 the	 bit	 lines	 or the	 sense`
amplifiers.	 As	 the	 proton	 energies	 increase	 the	 events
become more randomly distributed in memory and zero to one
upsets increasingly	 appear.	 This	 may	 reflect	 a transition
front 	 alpha"	 events to	 spallation event, as the dominant
mechanism for	 soft	 errors.	 The high	 energies	 released	 in
the latter events make additional circuit elements available
for soft errors.

There is as yet no reliable single parameter which can
be used to classify particles according to'trhether they will
induce soft errors in space. The value of the particle's
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LET is possibly sufficient to determine whether a cosmic ray
particle will deposit sufficient energy by ionization loss
to induce a soft error if it traverses a sensitive volume
element. however, a low value of LET does not rule out soft
errors because low-LET nuclear particles can induce errors
through nuclear interactions. Since only those interactions
which result in a threshold localized  deposition- of energy
can be expected to contribute, the total cross sections for
inelastic nuclear scattering also are not quantitatively
useful. The situation is further complicated by evidence of
more than one type of sensitive circuit element on both the
devices tested.

The soft error phenomena i's fast becoming a serious envir-
onmental problem for systems in space. Considerable data
involving a variety of device types and a broad range of
energies are needed before quantitative determination of the
severity of the problem can be made.
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TaM e l	 Soft Errors	 induced	 by low	 energy protons.

Energy DoseDevice Instanteous flux Nuw:er
MeV cm-2sec-1 errors rads

0.93 NS-5 1.4105 0 25,000

0.93 Intel- M 1.4106 0 250000

0.93 Intel-2 1.4106 37 30600

0.93 Intel-2 1.4106 0 15,000

0.93 Intel-3 1.4106 3 465

1.3 Intel-3 8.6x106 7 200

1.3 Intel.-1 7.5x106 2 15,000

1.3	 _Intel-] 1.5x107 0 4,000

f	 1.3
r

Intel-4 1.5x107 0 22,000

1.3 Intel-4 9.5x107 0 2,000

1.8 Intel-2 1.0x107 0 1,060

1.8 Intel-3 1.4x107 8 500
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